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THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER 
 

by H. Alan Hoover 
 

 CHICAGOPEX is over and just as well.  Leave it to say that from our perspective, it was a 
bust.  Csaba Kohalmi and I were the board members there; no new members were signed up; and vir-
tually no one stopped at the society tables.  Traffic on Friday was OK, but Saturday was one of the 
worst show attendance days I have ever seen.  Neither of us returned on Sunday.  The show accom-
modations at the hotel were cramped at best.  The society tables were set up in hallways, the bourse 
was scattered in three different rooms, and the exhibits were off in still another area.  The dealers vir-
tually had no material that was supposed to be the main reason for the show (Pan Slavic exhibition) 
and that was SO disappointing!  Five societies held their annual event there, and the dealers 
don't have the sense to display any Eastern European material.  Some may have had small amounts of 
material buried in a box that was hard to find it!  Why not display it up front for all to see?!?! 
 Our annual membership meeting was the highlight of the entire weekend.   Although only 
five members attended, we had 90 minutes of informational exchange, translation service, frank and 
open discussion of many topics starting with how to assist members to what auction houses in Hunga-
ry were available and reputable as well as questions relating to reputable eBay sellers.  We encoun-
tered two other members at the show (Al Kugel & Tom Cossaboom), but they were busy doing other 
duties.  SHP members entered three non-competitive exhibits in the Court of Honor: Bob Morgan 
(The Hungarian Hyperinflation of 1945-1946), Jay Carrigan (Local Emergency Measures in Eastern 
Hungary, 1945-1946) and Al Kugel (The Philatelic Effects of the Breakup of the Romanov Empire 
1918-1923).  Jay Carrigan also entered two competitive exhibits (The Liberation of Jugoslavia and 
Carpatho-Ukraine 1944-1945) but these were in the peripheral area of Hungarian philately. 
 I guess that is the short and sweet about the show.  Csaba’s thought may be the best way to 
sum it up: “After Washington 2006 where we had so many members present, great attendance, lots of 
activities, everyone showing material around the society table, lots of interaction with members, eve-
rything else was going to be a let-down.” 
 Our annual board meeting was conducted on-line this time.  Highlights included that your so-
ciety continues to be financially sound, SHP operations continue to run smoothly (with special thanks 
to the efforts of Auctioneer Emmerich Vamos); John Tollan has resumed his webmaster function and 
is in process of redesigning the entire site to make displays a more efficient and up to date; and mem-
bership numbers continue to be steady.  Treasurer Wes Learned recommended against any increase in 
dues for next year.  Vice-president Bob Morgan continues to work with the APS to provide publicity 
for our Society.  Again, the executive board wants your suggestions on how to utilize our treasury for 
the good of all the membership.  Several ideas from the board as well as inputs from the annual meet-
ing at CHICAGOPEX will be further explored by the board. 
 The Board decided to follow the APS STAMPSHOW circuit for the next few years.  In 2008, 
our annual show will be in Hartford, CT.  It is but a short nine months away (August 14-17), so start 
planning now for your participation at the show. (The 2009 STAMPSHOW is scheduled for Pittsburg 
on August 6-9; the 2010 show will be in Richmond, VA on August 12-15.)  International shows will 
be held next year in Prague (PRAGA), Vienna (WIPA which will be held on the same dates as a ma-
jor National show in London - STAMPEX), Bucharest (EFIRO), and Tel Aviv (Israel 2008).  Partici-
pation with Hungarian exhibits at any of these shows is not known as of this time. 
 It is also time now to renew your annual membership.  Included with your issue should be a 
dues notice regarding the amounts and the various methods of payment.  If you are a PAYPAL per-
son, we do accept dues that way, but the cost is slightly higher since we have to recover the transac-
tion fees for this service.  Please be prompt in paying your dues.  Your mailing label denotes what 
year your membership expires, so if it is 2007, kindly renew. 
 One year form now we will be electing new officers.  As always, it will be a struggle to find 
willing volunteers to help serve the society by accepting a nomination for a position on our Board.  
Won’t you consider serving?  And, if you are inclined, please contact me immediately.  I will not be 
able to continue serving as your president due to term limit set by our bylaws.  So, please consider 
submitting yourself for this or any other position!  
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 Guess that’s all for this column – and as always Ray, we will ‘Keep stampin’.  
 
 
 

KUDOS 
 

Congratulations to our exhibitors!  Alfred F. Kugel received a gold medal at the Minnesota 
Stamp Expo for the exhibit titled The Postal History of Bosnia-Hercegovina from 1842 to 1918.  Mr. 
Kugel also received a gold at Napex for The Postal History of Bosnia-Hercegovina from 1842 to 
1918 and a vermeil for the single frame exhibit Scandinavian Volunteers in Finland during the Winter 
War.  The late Henry Hahn’s entry Issues of Austria and Hungary (1850-1918) Used in Territories 
of Future Czechoslovakia received a vermeil at Napex.  Lyman Caswell received a silver award at 
the National Topical Stamp Show for the exhibit titled Nikola Tesla and His Competitors. 

Alfred F. Kugel exhibited in the World Series of Philately, Prix d’Honneur at the APS 
Stampshow with Allied Intervention in Russia 1918-1925.  Lyman R. Caswell received a silver 
award at the same show for the exhibit titled Alexander von Humboldt. 

Fumihisa Ito showed a one-fame exhibit titled Hungary Inflation 1945-1946 at JAPEX 07 
and received a silver medal.  Another SHP member, Kiyoshi Kashawagi was one of the judges. 

  
 
 

HUNFILA 2007 AWARDS 
 

by Emmerich Vamos 
 

 HUNFILA 07 with 1100 frames is now over and I am back in the USA.  As anticipated, it 
was an all European show with the inclusion of Egypt and Cyprus.  Hungarian custom regulations 
made participation from non-European countries impossible.  Mr. Wittenberg from Australia showed 
PHOTOCOPIES of his million-dollar value collection; this didn't need ATA carnet.  From the USA 
there were only three (literature) exhibits: Morgan (2nd inflation), D. Lu (Chinese airmails and its 
forgeries) and SHP (The News of the Hungarian Philately.)  Lu received a vermeil and the other 
awards are listed below.  There were many, many wonderful collections, maybe too much to digest.  
 The following SHP members received awards at the HUNFILA International Stamp Exhibi-
tion in Budapest.  (The listing is in the same order as published by MABÉOSZ.) 
Postal History Class:  Dezső Szilágyi (HUN), Gold, Frankings of the Envelope-design stamps 
           Peter Kr. H. Bech (DEN), Gold, The Inflation of Hungary 1945-46 
                       Jan Verleg (HOL). Gold, Postal History of Carpatho-Ukraine 1786-1945 
Traditional Class:  Pierre Vattepain (FRA). Gold, Hungary - Issues of 1871/1874 with the Portrait  
      of Emperor Francis Joseph I 
Literature Class:  Robert Morgan (USA), Gold, The Hungarian Hyperinflation of 1945-1946 
                 Csaba Kohalmi (USA), Large Silver, The News of Hungarian Philately 

 
 
 

IN MEMORIAM - JOHN STANSFIELD 
 

 John W. Stansfield, aged 79, passed away on August 18th.  He was a life member having 
joined SHP in 1970.  He will be missed.  Our condolences go out to his family. 

 
 
 

 PLEASE REMEMBER TO RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP FOR 2008  
 

 Membership renewals are now due for members who were paid up through 2007.  Please 
check the address label on the envelope in which you received this newsletter.  The line about your 
name shows your current status.  If the date shown is 2007, please complete the enclosed renewal 
form and sent it along with your payment to our treasurer, Wes Learned, P.O. Box 802, Pow-
ell, WY 82435-0802 USA.  Your prompt payment of the dues will be appreciated.  Thank 
you for your continued support of this Society! 
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THE NUMBERS ON REGISTRY LABELS OF THE 1918 AIR MAIL LETTERS 
 

by László Filep 
 

 It was by chance that two collectors from separate parts of the globe happened to write an ar-
ticle at the same time about the same subject. Endre Krajcsovics’s article The Registered Letters of 
Hungary’s 1918 Airmail was published in the January-March 2007 issue of The News of Hungarian 
Philately.  My article on the same subject appeared in the January 2007 issue of the Hungarian publi-
cation Bélyegvilág-Filatéliai Szemle.  I am now writing this article by expanding on my original one 
because I received multiple responses following its appearance in the Bélyegvilág.  I was also able to 
work into my table the registry numbers listed by my fellow collector Krajcsovics.  I would like to 
point out a slight mistake, possibly a typographical error in Krajcsovics’s table; namely, the number 
4407/r appears twice on July 9th as well as on July 10th.  Naturally, this is a mistake since the actual 
date should be July 10th. 
 I’m dedicating my writing to the memory of Ferenc Nagy, who was the greatest Hungarian 
collector of airmail material.  He passed away in his 100th year on 21 October 2004. 
 
Date of posting Registry label numbers: 

1918. July   4. 4003/r, 4005/r, 4019/r, 4022/r, 4025/r, 4039/r, 4040/r, 4048/r, 4053/r, 4243/r, 

1918. July   5. 4069/r, 4085/r, 4104/r, 4109/r, 4125/r, 4139/r, 4144/r, 4154/r, 4157/r, 4161/r, 

4190/r, 4198/r, 4220/r, 4228/r, 4242/r, 4248/r, 4254/r, 4277/r, 4311/r, 4313/r, 

4327/r, 4374/r, 4385/r, 4398/r, 4403/r, 4432/r, 4467/r, 4476/r, 4501/r, 4507/r, 

4508/r, 4520/r, 4529/r, 4533/r, 4534/r, 4535/r, 4551/r, 4590/r, 4598/r, 4602/r, 

4603/r, 4605/r, 4612/r, 4622/r, 4666/r, 4667/r, 4709/r, 4828/r, 

1918. July   6. 4313/r, 4760/r, 4771/r, 4796/r, 4812/r, 4824/r, 4834/r, 4841/r, 4846/r, 4848/r, 

4850/r, 4855/r, 4873/r, 

1918. July   7. 4834/r, 4858/r, 4954/r, 4958/r, 4988/r, 

1918. July   8. 4920/r, 4068/r, 4073/r, 4093/r, 4098/r, 4114/r, 4131/r, 

1918. July   9. 4197/r, 4210/r, 4223/r, 4251/r, 4271/r, 4284/r, 4291/r, 4303/r, 4306/r, 4311/r, 

4342/r, 4371/r, 

1918. July 10. 4330/r, 4405/r, 4407/r, 4448/r, 4450/r, 4452/r, 4453/r, 4455/r, 4479/r, 4487/r, 

4495/r, 4507/r, 4508/r, 4509/r, 4510/r, 4515/r, 4533/r, 4539/r, 

1918. July 11. 4566/r, 4585/r, 4591/r, 4595/r, 4725/r, 

1918. July 12. 4472/r, 4761/r, 4793/r, 4857/r, 

1918. July 13. 4494/r, 4876/r, 4892/r, 4894/r, 4895/r, 4917/r, 4936/r, 4957/r,  

1918. July 14. 4973/r, 

1918. July 15. 4053/r, 4069/r, 4074/r, 4084/r, 4087/r, 4088/r, 4089/r, 4091/r, 

1918. July 16. 4069/r, 4100/r, 4107/r, 4115/r, 4145/r, 

1918. July 17. 4162/r, 4194/r, 4207/r, 4208/r, 4213/r, 4224/r, 4235/r, 4238/r,  

1918. July 18. 4267/r, 4268/r, 4278/r, 4285/r, 4508/r, 

1918. July 19. 4330/r, 4359/r, 4405/r, 4414/r, 4434/r, 4442/r, 4448/r, 4452/r, 4453/r, 4455/r, 

4460/r, 4462/r, 4465/r, 4488/r, 4500/r, 4746/r, 

1918. July 20. 4536/r, 4567/r, 4579/r, 

1918. July 21. 4595/r, 4601/r,  

1918. July 22. 4618/r, 4620/r, 4624/r, 4632/r, 4640/r, 

1918. July 23. 4678/r, 4680/r, 4699/r, 4701/r, 4702/r, 4703/r, 4704/r, 4707/r, 4711/r, 4714/r, 

4746/r, 4749/r, 4756/r, 4765/r, 
 

 Ferenc Nagy wrote about the history of the 1918 airmail in the 88/1-2 issue of the Philatelica 
magazine.  Tomáš Morovics from Czechoslovakia wrote a similar article for the 89/2 issue of Phila-
telica.  The both authors dedicated part of their articles to the analysis of the problem presented by the 
sequence numbers on the labels used on registered letters.  Namely, they offered hypotheses as to 
what kind of numbers appear on the registry labels and when were these used.  According to Ferenc 
Nagy’s observation, “every label was four digits long and each label stated with the number 4.  The 
sequence in which they were used shows no apparent order.”  Tomáš Morovics in his article disa-
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greed with this statement: “I disagree with the conclusion that nothing can drawn from the demon-
strated listing.  Two types of registry label numbering are shown in the table, ones with a numeral on-
ly and ones with a numeral followed by ‘/r’.  This would present the possibility that two types of la-
bels torn from different sheets of registry labels were used in an alternating fashion.  However, this is 
not the case.  ...  I concluded that all 4-digit labels end with the letter ‘r’; however, the tabulation fo-
cused on the 4-digit numbers by itself and neglected to note the ‘/r’.  ...  It is possible that the back-
slash and the letter ’r’ was intended to denote ‘repülés,’ i.e., ‘flight.’  These registry labels were used 
until the supply was exhausted, ...  with the first numeral not changing, the changes in the other three 
digits allow for 1,000 different numbers after which the numbering can start with three zeroes again 
... from this we can conclude that the first thousand labels were used between 7-8 July.  ...  The sec-
ond thousand was used up between 13-15 July, after which date labels from the third batch of a thou-
sand were used...” 
 Due to my extensive involvement in expertising, I was able to examine personally a great 
number of airmail covers.  Thus, I was able to expand on Ferenc Nagy’s table of 31 registry numbers.  
My current table contains data on 197 registry numbers.  I concur with Ferenc Nagy that all serial 
numbers contain four digits and end with ‘/r’ as noted by Tomáš Morovics. 
 Nothing in the table contradicts Tomáš Morovics’s hypothesis about the series of 1000 num-
bers.  The 4 July 1918 label with the number 4243/r and the 8 July 4920/r number do not fit into a se-
quence, so I will attempt an explanation for this later.  The 13 July use of the number 4494/r does not 
fit into the Morovics’s second 1000, although number 4495/r was used already on 10 July.  As far as 
the 3rd 1000 is concerned, there are no numbers that do not fit.  In my opinion, the use of these ‘odd’ 
numbers could have been the result of several events.  First of all, the letters that were accepted for 
posting did not necessarily receive labels with numbers in increasing order.  Historically, postal clerks 
who manned windows that handled a large volume of mail prepared stamps and registry labels by 
tearing them into vertical strips.  They then used these starting from the bottom up.  So, it is likely 
that a clerk was in the middle of a strip at the time the window closed.  Upon reopening, another  
clerk may have started with the bottom of a different strip resulting in the possibility that the label 
number on last item mailed would be higher than the first item mailed on the subsequent day.  This 
could explain the appearance of numbers that do not fit into the expected sequence in the table.  An-
other possibility is that the registry labels on these letters were lost and were replaced later.  Since 
there is no accounting information on letters regarding the registry labels, this change would have 
passed unnoticed.  Obviously, both explanations are theories only. 
 Further analysis of the table prompts the review as to how accurate is the listing of items 
mailed shown on page 250 of the A Magyar Bélyegek Monográfiája, Volume IV.  Tomáš Morovics 
commented on the lack of registered mailings on the opening flight since based on the existence of 
label numbers (disregarding the number 4243) a minimum of 17 and a maximum of 109 pieces of 
registered mail could have been flown on 4 July.  If we look at the mailings on 5 July based on the 
numbers of the registry label used, the possibility is that 497 registered pieces could exist.  The table 
in the Monográfiája lists 431 pieces of registered mail.  A possible explanation is that some mail was 
posted too late for the car ride to the airport and missed the flight.  An example of this is the picture 
postcard illustrated below with registry label 4834/r cancelled with the BUDAPEST 4 L.L.z. can-
celled on „919 JUL. 6 N 3”.  The arrival „FLUGPOST WIEN” cds is dated „7. VII. 9 -15”  The last 
numerals in the date and the number of the post office is not visible in the cancellation.  Based on the 
two dates, the postcard missed the daily trip to the airport on 6 July and was transported on one of the 
7 July flights that left Budapest at 4:20 P.M.  The first airplane flown on 7 July had wing number 
6320 and was piloted by Officer Lindner along with observer Lieutenant Mathis.  The second plane 
that left at the same time had wing number 12942 and was piloted by Major Ferenc Németh and ob-
server Lieutenant Flachbart.  The two planes carried 68 ordinary and 61 registered pieces of mail and 
landed in Vienna at 6:30 P.M.  (The writing on the postcard reads “Dritten Tag Flugpost Budapest-
Wien” / “Third Day of the Budapest-Vienna Flight.”  As it turned out, it was actually flown on the 
fourth day.)  Accounting-wise, it is most likely that this card was counted as one of the pieces of mail 
carried on 7 July even though it was posted on 6 July. 
 In conclusion, four Budapest 4 registry labels with numbers 3918/i, 3963/i, 7420/u. and 
9696/r were used on forged airmail covers. 
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 I would like thank Zoltán Koleszár for providing information and the illustrated postcard for 
this article as well as other collector-friends who helped to expand the information in the table.  
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
 

Kedves Csaba, 
  Nagyon szépen köszönöm Filep László levelének továbbítását.  Nem értek egyet a Filep Úr 
véleményével a július 9-i 4407/r ragjegy nemlétezéséről mert az az én gyűjteményemben van.  A 
másolatát mellékelem.  A Vienna érkezési bélyegző; 9,VII,8- mint minden az napi Budapestről 
érkezett levél. 
  A két ugyanaz szám két különböző napon bizonyítja állitásom, hogy három különböző 
ragjegy szállítás történt a repülés húsz napja allatt ugyanazokkal a 4000-4999 szám sorrendekkel.  
Ezért lehet duplikálni a ragjegyeket különböző napok repülőpostáján.  Mint irtam és mutattam a cik-
kemben a két ugyanaz számot 4535 úgy július 5-én és július 10-én.  Úgy látszik hogy a 4407 
ragjegyet először július 9-én használták és a második szállítás 4407 ragjegyét július 10-én.  De még 
izgalmasabb az hogy egy harmadik 4407 ragjegy létezik július 19-i dátummal mert egy 4405 már is-
mert. 
  Ez a levelezés nagyon fontos és felvilágosító az 1918 júliusi repülőposta tanulmányairól.  
Még nagyon sokat nem tudunk de az elmúlt 30 év sok felvilágosítást adott az emlitett nagy gyüjtők, 
kezdeményezésével.  Az ő munkájuk alapítja és gazdagítja a mi hozzájárulásainkat.   
       Maradok sok tisztelettel, 
       Endre Krajcsovics 

 
Dear Csaba! 
 Thank you very much for forwarding László Filep’s letter.  I do not agree with Mr. Filep’s 
opinion that the 4407/r registry label does not exist with a July 9th usage because I have this example 
in my collection.  I am attaching a scan (see the cover illustrated on page 6).  The Vienna arrival can-
cel is 9,VII,8- and is the same as was used on that day on all letters arriving from Budapest. 
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 The two identical numbers used on two different days support my assertion that three sepa-
rate deliveries of registry labels each with the same 4000-4999 serial numbers occurred during the 
twenty days that the airmail service existed.  As I wrote and illustrated in my article, two of the same 
number 4535 was used on July 5th and on July 10th.  It seems like that the 4407 label was used first 
on July 9th and the same 4407 from the second delivery was used on July 10th.  It is exciting to know 
that a third 4407 label exists with a July 19th date since the number 4405 was already known. 
 This exchange of correspondence is important and enlightening regarding the study of the Ju-
ly 1918 airmail service.  We are still not aware of a lot of aspects but have enlightened greatly in the 
past 30 years courtesy of the works of the great collectors mentioned.  Their work inspired and served 
as the basis of our contributions. 
       I remain sincerely yours, 
       Endre Krajcsovics 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

/The date of posting (918 JUL 9 N 8) is clearly visible on the scan sent to me by Endre.  The 
registry label number reads 4407/r.  I’ve included Endre’s Hungarian-language corre-
spondence in order to provide native-language feedback to our readers in Hungary.  Ed./ 

 
Tisztelt Szerkesztő Úr, Kedves Csaba! 
 A Szövetség magyarországi tagjaként örömmel olvasom a News-t, változatos és mindenre 
kiterjedő cikkeidhez. A tegnapi napon is kézhezvétel után nem tettem le, amíg részletesen át nem 
tanulmányoztam, ezúttal különös figyelemmel a Bosnia-Hercegovina cikkre. 
 Ezúton gratulálok a szerkesztésedhez, és írásaidhoz, külön az Ebay rovathoz. Ebben a 
számban nagyon tetszett az irodalmi áttekintő rovatban az a visszafogott tárgyilagosság, ahogy  az 
Ucrainica cikkben foglaltakat tetted helyre.  
 Továbbra is jó munkát, és főleg sok új cikket, azaz a cikkeknek egész áramlását kívánom 
Neked kedvenc újságom megtöltéséhez.  
      Szívélyes filatelista üdvözlettel: 
      dr. Lippai Pál 
 
Mr. Editor, Dear Csaba! 
 As a member of the Society from Hungary, I am happy to read your diversified articles on a 
variety of subjects in The News.  After I received the latest issue yesterday, I did not put it down until 
I finished it; I especially studied the Bosnia-Hercegovina article in great detail. 
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 I congratulate you on your editing and writing as well as your Ebay column.  This issues’ lit-
erature review appealed to me greatly.  With regards to the Ucrainica article, you stated the correct 
facts with muted objectivity. 
 I wish you continued success as well as steady stream on new articles to fill the pages of my 
favorite publication. 
      Sincere philatelic good wishes, 
      Dr. Pál Lippai 

 
Dear Csaba, 
 I was interested to read in the latest ‘News’ the piece on p 12, re the comments about the non-
denominated Hungarian inflation cards.  I don’t think they can be called ‘pseudo stationery’ when so 
many countries are now issuing stationery with no denomination indicated (also called NVI – no val-
ue indicated).  All Australian postal stationery is now issued in that form, and so is a great deal of sta-
tionery from European countries. 
 I checked two of the stationery catalogues that I have ‘Michel Ganzsachen-Katalog Europa 
Ost 2004-5’ and Dr Simády’s.  They don’t seem to have problems with these issues, though I notice 
that Michel does not include them in the number sequence, and deals with them in a special note.  I 
still need to look at Higgins & Gage World Postal Stationery to see what they have to say. 
 Obviously Wayne Menuz has confused the two Hungarian inflation periods. Will you be 
writing to him to set the record straight? 

      Best wishes, 

      Judy Kennett 
 
 
 

SYNOPSIS: HANDBOOK OF CARPATHO-UKRAINE 
POSTAL HISTORY AND STAMPS 1786 – 2000 

 
by Jan Verleg 

 
 The book will be published with the support of the Dutch Society for Czechoslovak Philately 
(Vereniging voor Tsjechoslowakije Filatelie) and the Czechoslovak Philatelic Society of Great Brit-
ain.  It was edited by the Dutch Society in close cooperation with our British friends.  It is written in 
the English language, printed in full color and contains 227 pages. 
 The postal history is dealt with in 13 periods (chapters) and starts in the year 1786 when the 
area was  part of the Austro-Hungarian empire and the first regular mail connection was established. 
Later, it became a part of the independent Kingdom Hungary and at the end of WWI it was incorpo-
rated in the newly founded Czechoslovak republic.  During the tumultuous times of 1939, it was in-
dependent for a very short period and was ultimately annexed by (returned to) Hungary.  At the end 
of WWII, Carpatho-Ukraine was ceded by Czechoslovakia to the Soviet Union and when the Soviet 
Union ceased to exist in 1991 it became automatically an integral part of the independent Ukraine.  
The year 2000 was chosen originally as the end of the time period dealt with, hoping on more stable 
times.  Hope did not materialize and on a few occasions the year 2000 limit was exceeded a bit.  This 
is it in a nutshell. 
 The book gives details on date stamps, postal markings, postal tariffs, R-labels, postage 
stamps, and also lists the post offices operational during the several periods.  The names of the post 
offices are given in Hungarian, Czech, Ukrainian, and Russian.  Many examples of forms used by the 
post are explained and pictured in full color.    
 The purpose of the handbook is to spread knowledge of the postal history of Carpatho-
Ukraine amongst interested collectors and to make the available knowledge more accessible as up till 
now the main sources were in Hungarian, Czech or Russian/Ukrainian.  Discussion of the issued 
postage stamps is excluded.  These are already very well dealt with by the many catalogues issued in 
German or English.  Of course, the other goal was to convince collectors that Carpatho-Ukraine is 
one of the most challenging and interesting areas in postal history. 
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/ The book will be available through the Dutch Society at a cost of €35 plus postage.  A discount for mul-
tiple copy purchases by our Society will be available also.  Interested members should contact Jan at 
verleg@hetnet.nl.  Ed./ 

 
 

 
THE FIRST EFFORTS OF THE AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN FORCES IN WORLD WAR I  

 
by Alfred F. Kugel 

 
 This story begins with the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand, the heir to the Austri-
an and Hungarian thrones, by a Serbian terrorist in Sarajevo on 28 June 1914.  A month later on 28 
July, the Dual Monarchy declared war on Serbia. Czar Nicholas II of Russia decided that he could not 
let his fellow Slavs be overrun and, in turn, declared war on Austria-Hungary on 1 August.  This ac-
tion quickly led to a much broader conflict, as Germany declared war on Russia to support its ally, 
and France declared war on Germany to honor its commitment to the Russians.  When the Germans 
invaded Belgium to get at the French, Great Britain came in, thus spreading the conflict throughout 
much of Europe.   

 
The First Invasion of Russian Poland 

 
 When Russia declared war, the Austro-Hungarian forces deployed on the border of Poland 
made a quick foray and came into conflict with Russian patrols (shown in Exhibit 1). In this effort, 
they captured two villages.  (Exhibit 2 is a picture postcard of the troops marching in to Wolbrom 
during the early occupation).   For a brief period, two post offices using Austrian stamps were 
opened.  A provisional double-circle marking was provided, but it showed only the town name, with 
the date being inserted in manuscript. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 The first of the captured towns was Miechow, which is located about 35 km. north of Kra-
kow.  Its temporary marking is recorded as being used from 5 to 14 September 1914.  Exhibit 3 
shows an example of a cover sent from this location to Krakow on the second day of use. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 

Exhibit 1 – Austrian Uhlans (lancers) chasing  

Russian Cossacks along the Polish border 
Exhibit 2 – Austro-Hungarian troops entering  

Wolbrom as the Polish people celebrate. 
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 The other town was Wolbrom, located 20 km. to the northwest, where a similar cancel was 
supplied.  It was used from 8 to 14 September.  (See Exhibit 4.)  Polish references indicate that the 
Austro-Hungarian troops pulled back and abandoned these villages on 14 September as the forces 
were needed to counter the Russian invasion of Galicia.  
 
The First Invasion of Serbia 
 
 In response to the assassination, the Austro-Hungarians expected a short and successful puni-
tive action against the Serbs, and they sent an invading force across the border on 12 August.  The 
Serb capital of Belgrade was bombarded by Austrian monitors of the Danube Flotilla (as shown in 
Exhibit 5), and the city was captured on 2 December (Exhibit 6).  However, it was held for only two 
weeks until 15 December, when it was evacuated by the Austro-Hungarians as the occupation troops 
were needed against the Russians on the Galician front. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 In the meantime, post offices were opened in two small Serbian villages along the way in 
November and December, with rectangular postmarks inscribed “K.u.K. Militärpostamt” being pro-
vided.  Stamps of Bosnia-Herzegovina were used to pay postage where required.   
 The first of these post offices was Ložnica, located at a road junction 7 km. inside Serbia.  Its 
postmark is recorded as used from 17 November to 9 December 1914.  Exhibit 7 shows a fieldpost 
card sent from Ložnica to Bijeljina in Bosnia. Being military mail, it could be sent unfranked.  A sec-
ond example of this marking (Exhibit 8) is a cover sent to Bohemia and franked with 35 heller in 
Bosnian stamps to pay the registration fee; it is one of only two examples of registered mail recorded 
from this short campaign.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exhibit 3 – Cover showing provisional cancel of 

Miechow in Russian Poland. 

 

Exhibit 4 – Cover to Krakow showing provisional 

cancel of Wolbrom. 

 

  

Exhibit 5 – A Monitor of the Danube Flotilla  

bombards the citadel of Belgrade. 

 

Exhibit 6 – Raising the flag of the Dual Monarchy 

over the Belgrade citadel. 
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 The second office was in Lješnica, 16 km. farther along the highway to Belgrade; its post-
mark is stated by Clement to have been used for “only a few days” in December 1914.  Examples of 
this marking are obviously quite elusive, but Exhibit 9 shows it used on a clipping from a money or-
der form.  A picture card of the Austro-Hungarian forces crossing the Drina River to occupy Losnica 
and Ljesnica is shown as Exhibit 10. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Once it became clear that all available Austro-Hungarian forces were needed to stem the Rus-
sian invasion of Galicia, the first invasion of Serbia was abandoned in December 1914, and things 
remained quiet on that front until the second and more successful attack in October 1915. 
 
References: 
 
Clement, Alfred, Handbuch der Feld- und Militärpost in Österreich, pp. 553-54,  

 self-published in Graz, 1964. 

Tranmer, Keith, Austro-Hungarian APOs 1914-1918, p. 74, self-published in Hornchurch, England, 1973.   

Wikipedia.org/wiki/Beograd 
 

 
 

WHAT I SAW ON EBAY 
 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
 

 Gary Mazotti sent in the following note: Although I am not an expert on the 1944 Senta 
Overprints, in my judgment they are forged.  I have a small collection that I purchased many years 
ago now, and there are just to many discrepancies.  Consistency through what I have accumulated 
and the consistency of the items for sale are good however they are not consistent to each other.  A 
few of the items in my collection have certificates of authenticity from Dr. Jovan Velickovic, but I am 
aware that even these can be forged. In this case though with what these bidders are going to pay for 
this type of material they should be warned. I am always worried about our members, as I have been 
on the bad end of an eBay deal or two.  I hope that this will help and if you should ever need any ref-
erence material in this area I can help.  Thanks for lending me your ear and pass along the warning 
to the club.  Gary was referring to the Zenta overprint, shown on the top of the next page, offered for 
sale by vertesfila56.  The bidding for the items was quite spirited even though they were described as 
having ‘no guarantee.’  The response to the first batch must have been encouraging, because the same 
seller listed many more similar stamps. 

Exhibit 7 – Fieldpost card sent from occupied  

village of Ložnica. 

 

Exhibit 8 – Cover from Ložnica with Bosnian 

 franking paying the registry fee. 

 

 

 

Exhibit 9 – Clipping from a money order form  

showing cancel of Lješnica. 

. 

 

Exhibit 10 – Picture card of Austro-Hungarian troops crossing 

the Drina River to occupy Ložnica and Lješnica. 
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 Mike Rigsby pointed out the Medjumurje ‘fantasy’ overprint shown above offered by anoth-
er seller from Hungary, muonas.  Again, the initial listing must have been so successful that it was 
followed by an offering of another half-dozen different ‘stamps.’  In his email, Mike quipped ‘Hurry 
up and bid and get your set completed!’  The seller did offer the listing ‘without guarantee / I am not 
an expert on overprints.’  Too bad that so many sellers flaunt eBay’s official policy of offering mate-
rial only if the seller believes it to be genuine. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Examples of the Zenta and the SHS Medjumurje overprints offered for sale on eBay 
 
  

 It seems that the seller vertesfila56 
never seems to run out of innovative ways to 
confound the collectors.  His mid-September 
offerings included these two examples of 
scarce perforation varieties of the 1874 en-
velope-design stamps that were created by 
re-perforating oversized stamps.  The cata-
log values of genuine 91/4 x 91/2  harrow per-
foration and the 91/2  supplemental line per-
foration on 3kr and 5kr stamp start at around 
US$2,000.  The seller from Hungary listed 
these two stamps at a starting bid of $9.99 
with no mention as to their authenticity.  
Caveat emptor, once again! 

 The SHS overprints from Perlak present an-
other regularly seen offering on eBay.  The illus-
trated lot was offered recently by seller va7591 
from Hungary.  It consisted of stamps (1913 
Flood Relief) that were invalidated long before 
1919.  Oftentimes, the items are described as 
‘mint, never hinged;’ a pristine condition would 
have been hard to maintain throughout the past 
88 years.  However, on stamps having been ‘pro-
duced’ recently, this condition in much easier to 
attain.  The same seller also offered similarly 
faked SHS overprints from Muraszerdahely. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

  

5kr perf  91/4  x 91/2          3kr perf  13 x 91/2   
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IMPRESSIONS OF HUNFILA, Budapest, 27 - 30 September 2007 
 

by Jan Verleg 
 
 The National Stamp exhibition took place in 
the House of the Hungarian Culture Foundation in 
the Buda castle district.  Visitors were welcomed 
in Budapest by a bright shining sun which contrib-
uted to a good mood. 
 The first floor of the building was trans-
formed into a stamp collectors Walhalla.  In the 
competitive classes there were 433 frames postal 
history, 260 traditional, 179 thematic and 98 youth.  
The large participation  in  the  literature  class was  

remarkable.  The News of Hungarian Philately was amongst the 69 exhibits.  It obtained 70 points 
and a Large Silver medal.  Unfortunately there was no opportunity to actually go through the litera-
ture exhibits and therefore I had no possibility to look into the book, The Hungarian Hyperinflation 
of 1945 - 1946, by Robert Morgan.  His book obtained 86 points and a gold medal and was rewarded 
with a special prize of the jury. 
 In the postal history class my special attention was attracted to the exhibits of Jakab András 
and Dr. Géza Homonnay.  Mr. András exhibited the Austrian period in Hungary 1850 - 1867 in the 
postal history class.  His exhibit was a feast for the eyes.  Beautiful multi-color frankings and, of 
course, the cover with a 3 color franking of Austria’s 2nd issue used in Unghvár got my special atten-
tion.  (This exhibit received 88 points and a Gold).  Also, Dr. Homonnay’s exhibit was titled The 
Hungarian 1867 Issue Observed from a Postal History Point of View was worthwhile to study.  (At 
90 points, it received  a Large Gold.)  In the traditional class there were four excellent exhibits show-
ing all specializing aspects of the classical Hungarian issues of the 19th century. 
 On the ground floor in the entrance hall of the building several auction houses and postage 
stamp dealers were present.  Also, the organizing Hungarian federation of stamp collectors, 
MABÉOSZ, was present with an information booth. 
 On Saturday, a bourse was organized in the war museum, which was a 3 minutes walk from 
the exhibition building.  To my regret this did not really fulfill my expectations.  There were only 
about ten tables offering mostly modern material with perhaps one exception.  At the time I walked in 
perhaps five visitors were browsing.  This was definitively not a success.  In the evening of the same 
day, all exhibiters were looking forward to with great expectations to the Palmares.  The Special Priz-
es of the jury were presented to the winners in person and the obtained points and medals were pub-
lished in the booklet. 
 Because the FEPA congress was held at the same 
time as a meeting of the jury with the exhibiters, only one 
member of the jury was available to answer the queries of 
exhibitors.  This was  a pity.  The general attention of the 
public was not overwhelming..  On Friday it was rather qui-
et, Saturday was livelier, but Sunday was quiet again. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Above, top, five faked Perlak SHS overprints. 
Above, three faked Muraszerdahely SHS overprints. 
Right: genuine block of Muraszerdahely overprints. 

 

 

 

 

 

Left: Balcony of 

the exhibit hall 

with flags and 

HUNFILA 

 banner. 

 

Right: Jan Verleg  

(Holland) in front 

of his exhibit. 
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THE EDITOR’S NOTES 
 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
 

 The results are in for the annual new issues stamp survey for the year 2005 conducted by the 
German-language publication, Michel-Rundschau.  The war-torn country of Ivory Coast topped the 
list with 417 new stamps and souvenir sheets followed by, of all countries, the United States with 184 
items.  Hungary’s total was a more moderate 55 new issues.  Worldwide, 10,941 items were released 
by all the postal administrations with a face value of US$8,890.  Both of these numbers represent a 
slight decline from the previous year.  New stamp issues have been showing this trend since 2000, 
when the absolute record of 17,544 items were issued. 
 We received a message via the SHP website that the Babylon Ltd. website offers a free Hun-
garian to English translation service.  I checked it out and found it to be useful.  It provided a good 
translation of simple phrases.  The address is www.babylon.com/define/107/Dictionary-English-
Hungarian.html.  I encourage members to give it a try! 
 The September 2007 issue of the American Philatelist featured Fire Service to Hungarian 
Philately in Jim McDevitt’s article about the APS Affiliates.  We are one of the societies that became 
affiliated with APS back in the early 1970s (our unit number is 34); and, hopefully, the extra publicity 
will help to maintain our current membership levels. 
 According to an article in Linn’s Stamp News, Nicolas Sárközy, the Hungarian-descent 
President of France, is also a stamp collector.  At a recent meeting between Sárközy and California’s 
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, the governor present the French president a blue leather stamp al-
bum and two framed first day envelopes with California-themed stamps. 

 Gábor Voloncs wrote about another 
new discovery regarding the Przemysl 10th 
anniversary balloon cards.  He received the 
photocopy some time ago but only recently 
noticed that the card posted from 
Alsónémedi did not have the commemora-
tive label and red cancellation.  It was ad-
dressed to Ferenc Doszkár, a well-known 
stamp dealer.  Gábor wondered whether the 
missing decoration was further proof that the 
labels and cancels were added only to the re-
turned card by Elemér Kayl, the president of 
the stamp collectors’ organization, whose 
name and address was indicated on the 
packet of card affixed to each balloon. 
 

 Our fellow Society member Dezső Szilágyi conducted his first stamp auction on 15 Septem-
ber.  Interested members may check his website, www.szdaukcio.hu, for future auctions. 
 Károly Szűcs from Hungary announced the impending publication of a monograph/catalog 
of Hungarian fiscal (revenue) stamps.  The monograph is written in Hungarian and supplements the 
Floderer catalog with historical information.  Interested collectors may view and download the publi-
cation at http://okmanybelyeg.tar.hu/pdf/.  In the on-line version, the illustrations are blurred. 
 I closed the October-December newsletter later than usual for several reasons.  The anticipat-
ed reason was that I wanted to include comments about our participation in Chicagopex.  The unex-
pected reason was the passing of my 92-year old father, László.  He valiantly fought the effects of a 
stroke for four weeks before succumbing on October 20th.  Consequently, I spent most of October 

 
Ballonpost Przemysl commemorative card found in  

Alsónémedi, 9 January 1926. 
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and early November in Florida.  When I started collecting stamps at age 8, he enthusiastically sup-
ported my habit.  Even in his later years he would always ask if I had made any ‘good’ acquisitions. 
 In the meantime, I received new material for publication from several members; however, be-
cause of the extenuating circumstances, I did not have time to get them into this newsletter. 

 
 

 

ONLY THIS WAS MISSING… 
 

by István Glatz 
 

 Whenever the illustration of a stamp or cover appears on the cover of an auction catalog, that 
by itself demonstrates its importance, or, in other words, it’s not insignificant. 
 The document illustrated below is an insufficient franking notice.  It was listed in a recent 
auction held by HOBBIFILA and graced the cover of the auction catalog.  The document was densely 
populated with blue 5 pengő Horthy stamps, the highest denomination stamp available at that time.  It 
would have been impossible not to notice the item with such a lively blue color. 
 Upon closer examination of wonderful the item, I noticed that it was written on 16 September 
1939 when the DOMUS Corporation (which was located then in VIIth District, Rákóczi út 74) posted 
25 packages to the Union of South Africa that is now the Republic of South Africa.  The routing of 
these packages to such an unusual destination, as determined by the sender, was through Jugoslavia, 
Italy, and France.  The 25 packages each weighing up to 5kg were sent to two different addresses.  
One was the Standard Bank located in the capital of Johannesburg; the other, Barleys Bank in nearby 
Springs.  I could not decipher from the insufficient franking notice as to how many packages each 
bank received.  Three parcel post letters were used to post the packages.  The first bore the serial 
numbers 44-46; the second, 50-57; and the third, 65-78.  By itself, it is interesting to note that three 
parcel post letters were utilized for multiple mailings to two different businesses; yet, an insufficient 
franking notice was required to collect the missing postage. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Front side of the Insufficient Franking Notice 
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 How much payment was missing?  Very much!  The packages were all under 5kg in weight 
and they must have been roughly identical since the insufficient payment notice indicated the total 
fees as 25 times 13 pengő 75 fillér for a princely sum of 343 pengő 75 fillér.  (This is mindboggling!  
I recall the lyrics of pop-tune of the times: Havi 120 pengő fix-el az ember könnyen viccel.  Rather 
than translating it verbatim, the song’s message is that a man can live well on a fixed monthly salary 
of 120 pengős.  Thus, the franking of the packages represented almost three months worth of salary 
for a well-paid office worker.  In today’s world, this franking would be equivalent to one million for-
ints /approximately US$5,700/!) 
 What actually happened?  In the absence of the actual parcel post letters, I had to backtrack to 
figure it out.  The franking actually applied to the three parcel post letters was a mere 195 pengős, 
which, when divided by 25, reveals that the sender paid only 7 pengő 80 fillér per package, a little 
more than half of the required charge.  Many collectors would be happy to park an item franked with 
the mere 195 pengős’ worth of stamp in their collection. 
 

 The han-
dling of the inter-
national parcel 
post traffic was 
through the For-
eign Package Ex-
change Depart-
ment of the Buda-
pest 78 Post Of-
fice.  (Notice the 
elliptical cancel 
on the front of the 
document as well 
as the ‘V’ letter 
cds on the back 
side.)  The postal 
clerk noticed the 
missing franking 
and precisely re-
calculated the ac-
tual charges.  He 
listed the package 
serial numbers 
and annotated in 
his calculations 
the total charges 
and the actual fees 
paid.  On 18 Sep-
tember, he com-
pleted the form 
with all pertinent 
information.  The 
payment of the 
missing fees was 
completed two 
days later at the 
Budapest 90 Post 
Office.  The 
anonymous postal 
clerk, whose 

 

Reverse side of the Insufficient Franking Notice 
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memory will be 
praised forever in 
philatelic circles, 
used the highest 
face value stamps  

available an adorned the document with the beautiful blue 5 pengő stamps.  (The 10 pengő Large 
Madonna stamps were not valid for postage any more.)  He applied 29 of these stamps to the form 
plus one each of the 1 and 2 pengő values plus 5f Holy Crown and 70f Portrait stamps to complete the 
task.  He carefully applied each stamp, none have any torn or missing perforations; and proceeded to 
cancel each with a clear, legible cds.  It is lucky that the missing amount was not larger because there 
would have been little room for any more stamps. 
 (As a collector, my fantasies are running free.  What if a parcel post letter franked with 68 5 
pengő stamps did exist?  In any event, all of the stamps would not have fit on one form.  In that case, 
they could have been attached on an extra piece of paper.  This, of course, is just a philatelic dream.) 
 In any case, this piece represents an outstanding postal history document from the pengő-
fillér era.  Quite possible, it is the highest franking known from this period.  In our present time, we 
are constantly looking to find superlatives.  Rightly so, this document is the King of the Pengő-fillér 
Era.  As could have been expected, the postal history document aroused much attention in the auction.  
The opening bid was HUF 190,000 (thanks to early written bids that were above the opening bid of 
120,000 listed in the catalog).  The new owner’s winning bid was HUF 220,000 plus commission 
(~US$1,250 plus commission).   
 It is fitting that this ‘royal’ piece take its place amongst the ‘Gems of Hungarian Philately.’ 

 
 
 

2007 HUNGARICA NEW ISUES 
 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
 

San Marino 
 

 The series on Great European vines issued in August featured the world renowned Tokaji. 
 

Slovakia 
 

 The Bratislava Castle souvenir sheet issued in June reproduced an illustration from the 14ht 
century Vienna Illustrated Chronicles.  The illustration shows the Hungarian defenders drilling holes 
in the ships of Emperor Henry III in 1052.  Following the death of King St. Stephen in 1038, the suc-
cession to the Hungarian throne was disputed.  Consequently, the German emperors made attempts at 
subjugating the fledging Hungarian Kingdom or, at least, push their empire’s border eastward.  The 
invasion referred to on the stamp occurred in the Reign of King Andrew I. 

 
Rumania 

 
 The June issue from Rumania showed various views from the town of Sibiu/Nagyszeben.  
The town was the center of Saxon settlement in Transylvania and is listed as a European Capital of 
Culture.  The issue consisted of six stamps plus a souvenir sheet.  The stamps were issued in sheets of 
10 as well as miniature sheets of six with three labels. 
 The Postage Stamp Day issue reproduced the Bistra Local Post stamps on the 100th anniver-
sary of their first use.  Two different designs were issued printed in sheets of 10. 

 
 
 

2007 NEW ISSUES 
 

Issue date: 27 June 2007 
 

Border Guards 
 

Face value: HUF 107.  Stamp size: 40 x 21.8mm. 
Designer: Péter Berky.  The stamp shows a German shepherd guard dog. 
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Technical details: Printed in offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in quantities determined by postal 
demand. 

 
Issue Date: 16 July 2007 

 
125th Anniversary of the Birth of Zoltán Kodály 

 
Face value: HUF 200.  Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.  
Designer: László Dudás.  The stamp shows the composer using an Edison phonograph. 
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in an edition 
of 400,000 copies.  

 
Issue date: 30 July 2007 

 
100th Anniversary of the Sport Association of Hungarian Colleges and Universities 

 
Face value: HUF 360.  Stamp size: 33 x 43.1mm. 
Designer: András Andor.  The stamp shows the emblem of the association and sport activities. 
Technical details: Printed in offset by the State Printing Office in an edition of 60,000 stamps. 

 
Issue date: 1 August 2007 

 
Non-denominated Stamp Booklets 

 
Face value: HUF 920 (Priority rate for mail to European destinations); HUF 1,040 (Priority rate for 
mail outside of Europe).  Stamp size: 26 x 33m. 
Designer: Péter Berky.  Each booklet contains four stamps plus priority labels. 
Technical details: Printed in unlimited quantities by the Codex Security Press.  The selling prices of 
the booklets listed above are subject to change with new postal tariffs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Border Guards, Sport Association and 

Zoltán Kodály stamps. 

 
 

Issue date: 17 August 2007 
 

Enameled Panels of Holy Crown 
 

Face value: HUF 900.  Souvenir sheet size: 90 x 75mm.  Stamp size: 20 x 26mm. 
Designer: Eszter Domé.  The stamps reproduce three panels showing St. Cosmas, St. George, and St. 
 Michael the Archangel. 
Technical details: Printed using offset and foil printing by the State Printing Office, Ltd.  150,000 
copies of the sheet were issued.  The sheet is illustrated on the back cover. 

 
Issue date: 23 August 2007 

 
Second International Conference on Stress 

Face value: HUF 400.  Stamp size: 45 x 25.6mm. 
Designer: Peter Nagy.  The stamp shows János Sellye, who 
conducted internationally acknowledged research on stress.  
Sellye was born 100 years ago. 
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the 
Banknote Printers, Ltd. in an edition of 200,000 stamps. 
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Postal Stationery 
 

 Non-denominated standard-size postal stationery envelope for domestic use 
 Non-denominated standard-size postal stationery envelope for priority mail to Europe (HUF 210) 
 Non-denominated oversize postal stationery envelope for priority mail to Europe (HUF 440) 
 Non-denominated standard-size postal stationery envelope for priority mail outside of Europe 

(HUF 230) 
 Non-denominated oversize postal stationery envelope for priority mail outside of Europe (HUF 

490) 
 Postal card for the International Customs Officials Day 
 Postal card for the 225th anniversary of the Budapest Technical and Economic Studies University 
 Postal card for the 200th anniversary of the town of Kunszentmárton 
 Postal card for the 180th anniversary of horseracing in Hungary 
 Postal card for the 50th anniversary of the Hungarian Archery Association 

All postal cards have an imprinted HUF 62 stamp and sold for HUF 107.  The issued quantities varied 
between 10,000 and 14,000 copies. 

 
Issue date: 16 July 2007 

 
Greetings and Special Messages Stamps 

 
Face value: Domestic rate.  The selling price of sheets of 20 stamps is HUF 1240.  Stamp size: 25.2 x 
36.25mm, label size: 25.2 x 18mm, full sheet size: 210 x 297mm for the vertical format (Door knock-
ers).  Reverse the dimensions for the horizontal format sheets. 
Designers:  Messages II (Pens), Péter Berky; Messages III (Door knockers), Imre Benedek; My First 
Stamp (Baby items), Imre Benedek; Budapest scenes, Barnabás Baticz. 
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 20 using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in quantities re-
quired by postal demand.  The label in the sheets can be personalized. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                    World Science Forum 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Greetings and Special Messages sheets 
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       Christmas Angels sheet 
 
 
     Christmas 2007                    

 
 
 
 
 

 
Issue date: 27 September 2007 

 
World Science Forum 

 
Face value: HUF 230.  Stamp size: 31 x 35mm. 
Designer: Ervin Widerkomm.  The stamp shows the emblem of the forum. 
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 by the State Printing Office, Ltd using offset in unlimited 
quantities.  

 
Christmas Angels 

 
Face value: Domestic rate.  The selling price of a sheet of 20 stamps is HUF 1240.  Stamp size: 36.25 
x 25.2mm, label size: 18 x 25.2mm, sheet size: 297 x 210mm. 
Designer: Robert Lovy.   
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 20 using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in quantities re-
quired by postal demand.  The label in the sheets can be personalized. 

 
Issue date: 19 October 2007 

 
Christmas 

 
Face value: three stamps @ HUF 62.  Stamp size: 30 x 30mm. 
Designer: György Kara based on the Birth of little Jesus tapestry by Erzsébet Szekeres.  The strip of 
three stamps reproduces the tapestry. 
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 90 using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in unlimited 
quantities. 

 
 
 

JÓZSEF VERTEL, GRAPHIC ARTIST AND STAMP DESIGNER 
 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
 

 Józsi Bácsi, as I affectionately had the pleasure of calling him, was born 85 years ago in Dö-
mös, a picturesque village of about 1,000 souls located on the Danube Bend of Hungary slightly to 
the north and west of Budapest.  He went from being a village artist to the University of Applied Arts 
in Budapest, where he earned his degree in 1947.  Among others, he studied under György Konecsni, 
who also designed Hungarian stamps in the 1940s.   
 Vertel’s first stamp design was issued in 1949 for the 100th anniversary of the construction as 
well as the reconstruction following World War II of Budapest’s famed Chain Bridge (Scott No. 861-
3, C64-5).  His last design was the stamp honoring the 100th anniversary of the birth of József Cardi-
nal Mindszenty issued in 1992 (Scott No. 3342).  In between, he prepared hundreds of designs not 
just for Hungary, but also for the United Nations, Libya, Lebanon, Algeria, and Mongolia.  Many of 
his stamp designs were printed engraved (such as the 1950 Flowers series, Scott No. 906-7), a process 
that involved preparing the master copper plate for production.   
 Between 1950 and 1970, he was officially employed as a stamp designer for the Banknote 
Printers.  Later, he worked as an independent artist.  He prepared hundreds of copper etchings and 
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engravings depicting views of Budapest and of his favorite village, Dömös.  He was actively involved 
in the Circle of the Friends of Dömös, an organization dedicated to preserving the natural beauty of 
the area.  This activity was frowned upon by the Kádár government, since the group worked outside 
of the control of the Communist Party.  Also, in the 1980s, the Circle’s objectives were in conflict 
with the government’s Gabčikovo-Nagymaros hydroelectric project. 

 Relationship-wise, he was a third or fourth 
cousin of mine.  Unfortunately, we never talked 
about the subject of genealogy.  During my visit to 
his home in Dömös in 1981, he asked for my help 
in selling some souvenir sheets that he had re-
ceived as honoraria.  At that time, the mere act of 
taking Hungarian stamps out the country was a le-
gal offense, but his weren’t the first items I smug-
gled out successfully.  Interestingly, our newsletter 
publisher Chris Brainard unknowingly became in-
volved in the transaction after he purchased the 
material.  I sent the proceeds to a friend of Józsi 
Bácsi’s in Austria so he would have some ‘hard’ 
currency to spend the next time he and his wife 
travelled to the West.   
 
          
 
 
 

 During my last visit to Dömös, I was able to pay 
only my respects to Józsi Bácsi.  His grave was located 
but a few feet away from my grandparents’ grave.  His 
wife and daughters created a perfect monument befitting 
his artistry.  The irregular granite headstone bore a repro-
duction of his trademark signature and the years of his 
birth and death (1922 - 1993). 
      

 
 
 
 
              Dömös, 2002 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Ah, the good old days… visiting with Fernanda Néni 

and Józsi Bácsi in Dömös in 1981 and yes, those are 

my children, ages two and four. 

 

 

 

Hiking in the hills above 
Dömös, stamp design by 

József Vertel (Scott No. 922) 

 

Copper plate engraving of 
the Fisherman’s Bastion 
by József Vertel (1964) 
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AN EXCITING NEW DISCOVERY 
 

by Jim Gaul 
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CONTINUATION OF THE SHP EXHIBIT FROM WASHINGTON 2006 
 

exhibit prepared by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
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The exhibit was prepared by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
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AIRMAIL COVERS FROM HUNGARY TO HAWAII 
  

      by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
 

 An inquiry from Carl Sa-
saki via the SHP website yielded 
the two airmail covers illustrated 
on the left.  The top cover was 
posted from Kispest on 19 March 
1940; the bottom one, on 28 May 
1941.  Both were sent to Honolu-
lu, Hawaii.  At that time, the 
Hawaiian Islands were a territory 
of the United States.  The airmail 
surcharge of 1 pengő 40 fillér per 
5gm letter weight applied to this 
destination.  This rate was the 
same as was charged for the Far 
East and Australia/New Zealand.  
The top cover weighed up to 
10gm, hence the foreign letter 
rate of 40f plus the airmail sur-
charge of 2 x 1,40P applied for a 
total franking of 3,20P.  The bot-
tom cover weighed up to 5gm.  
The 1,80P franking paid the for-
eign letter rate of 40f plus the 
single airmail surcharge of 
1,40P.  Unfortunately, there are 
no arrival markings on the re-
verse side to indicate how long 
the letters travelled.  Also, it is 
not possible to decipher the di-
rection of travel: westward from 
Europe to America or eastward 
along the Asian route. 

 
 
 

140th ANNIVERSARY OF THE FIRST HUNGARIAN STAMP 
 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
 

 The proper classification of the 1867 ‘Coarse Beard’ stamps depicting the profile of King 
Ferenc József as the first Hungarian stamp issue should be closed for debate by now.  Dozens of re-
nowned philatelists signed the original statement back in the early 1980s clarifying the proper desig-
nation of these stamps.  Unfortunately, album makers and catalog printers have not lined up uniform-
ly behind the demonstrated facts. 
  The issue is NOT a ‘common’ issue between the Austrian Imperial Post and the Hungarian 
Royal Post.  There was no common agreement to use these stamps since there was no common postal 
administration, no common postal territory, no common accounting practices, and no common order-
ing of stamps.  Because printing facilities in Hungary did not have the proper technology to print 
stamps, the independent Hungarian Post ordered its first issue from the K.K. State Printing Office in 
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Vienna.  These were placed into use on 1 June 1867 along with the temporary (15 days) authorization 
to use the 1863 Austrian issue.  It is true that the Austrian Post also used these stamps, but did so in a 
similarly independent fashion.  Therefore, the 1867 stamps are INDEPENDENT but NOT ‘common’ 
issues of Hungary AND Austria. 

 In the book, A Magyar Posta függetlenné válásának tör-
ténete és az 1867. évi első magyar bélyegkiadás / The History of 
the Creation of the Independent Hungarian Post and the 1867 
First Hungarian Stamp Issue, the late Zsuzsa Sipos researched the 
contemporary documents that supported the Compromise of 1867 
that established an independent Hungarian Kingdom withing the 
framework of the Dual Monarchy.  By the end of February 1867 an 
independent Hungarian goverment started to function uinder Prime 
Minister Gyula Andrássy.  He then appointed István Gorove as Min-
ister of Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce.  Postal affairs were 
under this ministry.  Minister Gorove signed the agreement to sepa-
rate the two postal systems on 13 April 1867.  Paragraph #1 of the 
agreement stated that the independent Hungarian Post would start to 
function on May 1st.  Prior to this date, the ministry corresponded 
with the Sate Printing Office in Vienna concerning the preparation of 
documentary revenue and postage stamps.  Simultaneously, the min-
istry prepared for returning and accounting for unused Austrian post-
al securities following 15 June 1867, a date that was set for using or 
exchanging the  
stamps of 1863.  
(The Austrian Post 
continued to use the 
series until 1869.) 

 The stamps of 1867 were officially placed in 
use by the Hungarian Post on June 1st.  The Austrian 
Post independently issued these same stamps; how-
ever, the different face values were introduced on an 
‘as needed’ basis, probably starting with the highest 
usage values of 5kr and 10kr.   
 
 

 
 

FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY 
 

Book # Volumes Years 

1 1-3 1970-1972 

2 4-6 1973-1975 

3 7-9 1976-1978 

4 10-12 1979-1981 

5 13-15 1982-1984 

6 16-18 1985-1987 

7 19-21 1988-1990 

8 22-24 1991-1993 

9 25-27 1994-1996 

10 28-30 1997-1999 

11 31-32 2000-2001 

NOW AVAILABLE 33-36 2002-2005 
 

 

Minister István Gorove 

 

5kr used from Kőhalom, 7 September 1867 



 

 

Each book No. 1 thru 11 individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of 11 for  
$320.00.  Freight fees will be added to all orders.  Please inquire about the price of newly released 
book no. 12 in large format, (2002-2005).   Orders and inquiries should be sent to:  

H. Alan Hoover, 6070 Poplar Spring Drive, Norcross, GA 30092; tel: (770) 840-8766,  

e-mail: h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org 
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Enameled Panels of the Hungarian Holy Crown 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


